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Abstract

The research investigates a new method of control for
telemanipulators called bilateral impedance control. This new
method differs from previous ap"roaches in that interaction forces
are used as the communication signals betWeen the master and slave
rooots. The main advantage of bilateral impedance control is that it
permits the arbitrary specification of desired system performance
characteristics. Performance c!'n be described by a set of three
independent parameters that relate the robot forces and positions.
nis set of parameters may includ.: the force ratio, the position ratio,
.lid the robot impedances. The s)stem stability is analyzed with the
Nyquist Criterion to obtain two conditions that are sufficient to
guarantee closed-loop stabilit)'. This control architecture is
implemented on a telemanipulator having seven degrees of freedom.
The theoretical predictions for performance and stability are
experimentally verified.

Teleoperation is greatly C Ihanced if the forces acting on the
slave robot are fed back to the op,~rator. This gives the operator the
feeling that she is manipulating the remote environment directly.
Systems that provide force reflxtion from the environment are
called bilateral because infom ation travels in both directions
between the master and slave.

In c~ntly used telerobotic control methods, the slave robot
is driven by position or velocity s.gnals from the master robot [1-4].
Force reflection is implemented i'1 several ways. The master robot
may be back driven by position signals from the slave robot. The
position error generated when the slave contacts the environment
allows the operator to feel the interaction [2]. Alternately, the
interaction force may be sensed directly by a force sensor on the
slave, and the resulting force signal is used to back drive the master
[2]. A comparison of common control methods is given in [5:.

This paper proposes a new method of telerobotic contr:>l that
is based solely on the exchange of force signals. The prc')Osed
control architecture has several advantages over pre lious
approaches. It permits the arbitr.u-y specification of desired system
performance characteristics. The relationship between force and
position can be modulated at bC'th ends of the system to suit the
requirements of the task. The master and slave robots can be
stabilized independently without becoming involved in the overall
system dynamics. Finally, thr: new control method allows the
human to overcome the master rLbot's resistance to motion if it has
high friction, inertia, or gear reduction.

Introduction

A telerobotic system consists of a master robot that is
manipulated by a human operator, and a slave robot that performs
tasks at a remote location. The t"o robots are electronically coupled
so that the slave robot moves in response to commands from the
master robot. Figure I shows th,' elements of a teleroboric system.
The slave robot is shown interacting with an environment. In this
paper "environment" refers to th.: object that the slave robot moves
or manipulate through space.

slave
Dynamic Models

The dynamic behavior 01 a telerobotic system results from
the interaction of its components: the master and slave robots, the
human, and the environment. Linear dynamic models" ill be
developed separately for each of these components. The models
will then be assembled to form a telerobotic control architectu': that
describes overall system behavior. A single-degree-of-frtedom
telerobotic system is discussed in this paper; the multivariable
control technique is described in 12.

It is assumed that both rol)Qts are stabilized by independent,
closed-loop position controllers t'tat keep them Stationary when the
human is not interacting with the ;ystem. The stabilizing controllers
may include velocity feedback, but closed-loop velocity control by
itself cannot guarantee that the s!ave will always track the master
motion.

Ym lis

fm

Figure J: Elements (if a Telerobotic System
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The master robot position, Ym, is a function of two inputs:
the mechanical power transferred from the human arm, and the
electronic commands sent to the robot control system. The transfer
function Om represents the master robot's closed-loop control
system, which incorporates the dynamics of the robot and its
stabilizing compensator. The input to the master control system is
the electronic command, Urn. The output is the master position, Ym.
The transfer function Sm is the master sensitivity. It relates the force
imposed on the master robot, fm, to the master position, Ym. The
sensitivity depends on the robot's ~hanical characteristics, and on
the gain of the stabilizing position controller. Equation (1)
represents the master robot dynamic behavior in general form.

Ym = Om Um + Sm fm (1)

Since the master robot is in contact with the human, fm is the force
exened by the human ann. Similarly, the dynamic behavior of the
slave robot can be defined by

Ys = Gs Us + Ss fs (2)

where fs is the force imposed on the slave robot by the environment,
and Us is the electronic input command to the slave control system.
The transfer functions Gs and Ss represent the slave robot's closed-
loop control system and the slave sensitivity, respectively.

The human arm can be modeled as a non-ideal force control
system [6]. The force exerted on the master robot by the human arm
results from two inputs. The fmt input, uh, is issued by the human
central nervous system. The specific form of Uh is not known, other
than it is the human thought deciding to impose a force on the robot.
This unstructured representation implicitly accounts for the internal
dynamics of muscle contractioll, nerve conduction, and central
nervous system processing. The second input is the motion of the
master robot. The human arm :ensitivity function, Sh, maps the
master robot position, Ym, into the imposed force, fro. The dy~amic
equation of the human arm is

fm=Uh-ShYm (3)

The minus sign indicates that the reaction force exened on the robot
by the human ann is opposite in direction to the robot motion.

The environmental dynanlics can be represented by a transfer
function E that relates the slave position, Ys. to the force imposed on
the slave robot, fs. For example. if the slave robot is pushing
against a spring and damper. the e.nvironmental dynamics are E(s) =
(K + Cs) where K. C. and s are tie stiffness, damping, and Laplace
operator. If the slave robot is mal'uevering an object of mass M, the
environmental dynamics are E(s) = Ms2. A general expression for
the total force imposed on the sla..e robot is

fs = fext -E Ys (4)

where feXl is the resultant of all e..tlemal forces on the enviro~ment.
The environment is usually considered to be a passive element with
no independent sources of energy. Thus. in most cases, it is
assumed that feXl = O. The minus sign in Equation (4) indicates that
the reaction force exened on the robot by the environment is
opposite in direction to the robot (risplacement.

Bilateral Impedance Control

The overall dynamic behlivior of the telerobotic system can
be represented by a block diagram in Figure 2. This block diagram
is consttucted by combining the dynamic equations for the master
and slave robots, the human, and the environment (Equations 1-4).
The matrix, H, is added to the system for control and operates on
the interaction forces, fm and fs olily.

Figure 2.. Bilateral Impedance Control Architecture

To see how the control method works, suppose that both the
master and slave robots are initially at rest with no forces imposed
on the system. Then there are no input commands to the robot
control systems, and the stabilizing position controllers keep both
robots stationary. Now, if the human decides to move her hand. Uh
becomes nonzero, and the master robot starts to move. This motion
is a result of the mechanical power transferred from the human to die
master. Even though the force applied by the human may be very
large, the master robot motion will be small if the sensitivity Sm is
small. In other words, the human may not be strong enough to
overcome the master robot's resistance to motion (impedance).

To increase the human's effective strength, the apparent
sensitivity of the master robot is increased by measuring the
interaction force, fm, and using it as an input to the master control
system. The interaction force is )nodified by the compensator Hll,
which produces as its output the master input command, Um. At dlis
point, there are no restrictions placed on either the Sb1JCture or size
of the compensator. Note that OmH 11 acts in parallel to Sm, arMi
thus has the effect of changing the apparent sensitivity of the maSter
robot. The master's apparent sensitivity can be increased by
choosing a large gain for H 11. This is equivalent to reducing the
master impedance.

The impedance of the slave robot is controlled in a similar
manner to that of the master robot. The force imposed on the slave
robot by the environment, fs, i; measured and used as an input
command to the slave control system. The environmental interaction
force is modified by the compe'\sator H2p which produces as its
output the slave input command, us. This compensator generates
compliance in the slave robot. Compliance is necessary for system
stability, and it prevents the builj up of large contact forces when
the slave encounters a rigid surface [5].

The measured interaction forces fm and fs are also used as
the communication signals betwt.en the master and the slave. The
bilateral communication is regulated by the two compensators H12
and H21' The master interaction force fm is used to drive the slave
robot after passing through the compensator H21. This compensat«
transmits information in the forward direction from the master to the
slave, and thus couples the moti:>ns of the two robots. The slave
interaction force fs is used to drive the master robot after passing
through the compensator H12. This compensator transmits
information in the reverse direction from the slave to the master, aIxi
thus provides force reflection.

The compensators H11' HIp H21' and H22 make Lip the
elements of the matrix H. By proper selection of these four
elements, the system designers ::an achieve desired performance
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characteristics. However, the designers do not have complete
frt:edom in choosing the value of H. The closed-loop system of
Figure 2 must remain stable for any chosen value of H.

The proposed control architecture is called bilateral
jJn~ce control because it establishes a relationship between fOlt:e
and position at both ends of the telerobotic system. The central
difference between this new control method and previous
architectures is that interaction forces are used as the communication
signals betWeen the master and slave. The flow of force signals
within the system is regulated by the H matrix. This matrix permits
the art>itrary specification of system performance.
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Performance Parameters

The ideal perfonnance of a telerobotic system can be
expressed in many ways. One way is to strive for a completely
transparent interface between the human operator and the
environment. If such a system could be attained, the operator would
experience the same sensations as if she were actually present at the
remote location. This may not always be desirable, however. For
example, suppose that the telerobotic system is used to maneuver a
large, massive object through an arbitrary trajectory. Inertial,
centrifugal, coriolis, and gravitational forces will be imposed on the
slave. It seems reasonable to mask the dynamic behavior of the load
through the design of appropriate controllers so that the human feels
scalC(i-down values of these forces. In another example, suppose
that the slave is holding a vibrating jack hammer. The objective is to
filter the forces transferred to the master so that the human feels only
the low frequency components [7]. These examples illustrate that in
the most general case, it should be possible to specify any desired
relationship between the master and slave forces.

In addition, it should be possible to specify a desired
relationship between the master I'nd slave positions. For example,
the slave robot could perfonn small, precise motions in response to
large, coarse motions of the ma.;ter robot. This position scaling
would have applications in microsurgery [7]. Thus, in general, it is
necessary to shape the relation~hips between the forces and the
positions at both ends of the system such that

fs = Rr fm (5)

Ys = Ry Ym (6)

where the transfer functions Rr and Ry represent the d~sired
relationships.The perfonnance of the telerobotic system can be
characterized by four state variables. These are the forces fm and fs.
and the positions Ym and Ys. In Figure 3. the lines connecting the
circled state variables represent possible relationships between them.
Only three independent relationships are needed to relate the state
variables. Two of these relationships are given by equations 5 and
6. A third relationship must be ~pecified that relates either fm and
Ym, or fs and Ys.' Choosing th ~ relationship between the slave
variables, the necessary third equation is

Figure 3: State Variable Relationshipsfor a Telerobotic System

The three paramete~ Rr, Ry, and Zs completely describe the
system performance. These parameters are independent, and thus
can be arbitrarily specified to achieve desired performance
characteristics. Other sets of three paramete~ can also be used to
describe system performance. as long as the parameters are
independent For example, Zm. z.s. and Rr constitute such a set.

The performance paramete~ are fundamentally related to the
elements in the H matrix. To make this relationship apparent, the
performance parameters are expressed in terms of the system
variables Om, Os, Sm, Ss, Sh. and E. The following equations can
be obtained from the block diagram of Figure 2:

-P21ERr ~ 1 + P22E (8)

R -P21 (9 )Y-PII+APE

Zm = 1 + P22E (10)

PII + AP E

Zs= l+PllSh
P22 + 6P Sh

(11)when Uh = 0

where:

(12)

(13)

(14)

Pll=GmHll+Sm

P12 = Gm H12

P21 = GS H21(7)fs = Zs Ys

where Zs is the slave impedance. (15)

(16)

P22 = Gs H22 + Ss

b.P = Pll P22 -P12 P21

It can be seen from equations (8) through (16) that the
performance parameters depend on the relative magnitudes of the
elements in H. If values are known for the system variables, the H
matrix can be designed to achieve desired values for the performance
parameters. The process of H matrix design will be illustrated by an
example during experimental verification.lWhile it is theoretically possible to SJXcify a relationship between Ym and rs.

or between fm and Ys- these relationshir,' have no physical significance.
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IE[Sh AP + P22]I<Sh Pl1 + 1 (22)

which implies that

1 1 + Sh PII
! > lEI

P22 + Sh ~P
(23)

~tability

The arbitrary specification of desired performance
characteristics may conflict with the requirements for system
stability. In other words, there may be a trade-off between
performance and stability. The Nyquist Criterion will be used to
derive the conditions that are sufficient to guarantee closed-loop
stability of linear systems with transfer function matrix operators. It
will be shown that the stability conditions place limitations on
possible structures for the H matrix.

The telerobotic control architecture must be reduced to an
equivalent loop transfer function before the Nyquist Criterion can be
applied [8]. Using matrix operators, the block diagram in Figure 2
can be rearranged to obtain the simplified block diagram shown in
Figure 4. A single control loop has been formed by merging the
separate control loops of the master and slave robots. Further
simplification is possible by combining the G, H, and S matrices
using the rules of block diagram algebra. Let the matrix P be
defined such that

This is the stability condition for constrained motion, which occurs
when the slave robot is interacting with the environment.
Comparing the left hand side of inequality (23) to equation (11), it
can be seen that the stability condition is really a limitation on
possible values of the slave impedance. That is, for stability

rzsl > IE! (24)

The slave im~ance must be greater than the imnedance of the
environment. Since Zs is a pe!formance parameter that can be
arbitrarily specified, it is usually ,JOssible to stabilize the system by
selecting a sufficiently large value for the slave impedance. There is
no conflict between performance and stability in this case.
However, if the slave robot is in contact with a rigid surface, the
slave impedance must be very large to stabilize the system. As
E~, it is impossible to specify Zs large enough such that stability
of the system is guaranteed. Thus, there must be some initial
compliancy in the environment for the system to be stable.

In deriving equation (21), it was assumed that inequality
(20) must be true. A sufficient condition to insure the validity of
equation (20) is

P=GH+S (17)

Note that the elements of P are given by equations (12) through
(15). From the simplified block diagram, the equivalent loop
transfer function of the telerobotic system is RP.

The Nyquist Criterion states that for closed-loop stability of
a linear system, the equivalent loop transfer function must satisfy the
following condition [8]:

(18)det[I + RP] * 0 for all CJ) E [O.~]

[~~I] ~ ~-j \[~]
I "m 0

(25)ISh PIII< 1

which implies that

~

IPIII < I~I (26)s=

~

5s
This is the stability condition for unconstrained motion. When the
slave robot is moving freely through space, (i.e., E = 0), equation
(10) for the master impedance becomes[Ym

Y,
1

Zm=~ (27)

~

Comparing equation (27) with inequality (26), it can be seen that the
stability condition is really a limitation on possible values of the
master impedance. That is, for stability

rzml> ISh I when E = 0 (28)

The master im~dance must ~ ~ater than the im~ance of the
human arm. Since Zm is a performance parameter that can be
arbitrarily specified, there is no conflict between performance and
stability in most cases. However. if the human grips the master
robot tightly, the master impeda~ce must be very large to stabiliu
the system. As Sh-+~. it is impc.ssible to specify Zm large enough
such that stability of the system is guaranteed. Thus, there must be
some initial compliancy in the human arm for the system to be
stable.

Figure 4: Simplified BloclC Diagram in Matrix Form

Substituting the elements of Rand P into equation (18) for
calculation of the determinant yields

Sh E ~p + Sh PII + P22 E + 1 * 0 for all CJ) e [0, -] (9)

For the system to be stable, the left hand side of equation (19) must
not equal zero. If it is assumed that

(20)Sh PIl + 1 * 0 for all (I) e [0.-]

equation (19) can be written as

(21)for all (j) E [0,-]
+ E[Sh L\P + P22] * 0

ShPll + 1
Experimental Verification

The theoretical predictions for performance and stability
were experimentally verified on the seven-degree-of freedom NASA
Laboratory Telerobotic Manipulator (Figure 5). A detailed
description on this telerobotic system can be found in refe~nces

A sufficient condition to insure th., validity of equation (21) is
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[10] and [11]. Due to the large inenia of the robots, the system is
maneuvered at low speeds and the static values of the system
variables are sufficient to charaterize the telerobotic system. It was
found that Om = 0.0117 rad/lbf, Sm = 0.0033 rad/lbf, Os = 0.0117
rad/lbf, and Ss = 0.0033 rad/lbf for small elbow pitch motions. A
six-component force-torque sensor was mounted to the end point of
each robot for measuring the interaction forces. The control
algorithm described above was implemented at a loop rate of 200Hz.

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

Ym (rad)
Figure 6: Master robotforce vs master robot position; the slope of

1012 lbflrad represents the master robot impedance.

In the second experiment, the objective was to shape the
master impedance as a damper; such that Zm = 1 s lbf/rad where s is
the Laplace operator. This behavior makes the master robot move
with a velocity proportional to the imposed force. The robot force
and position were recorded during a elbow pitch maneuver. Figure
7 is a plot of the master force versus master position. There is an
initial transient behavior wher,' the force builds up enough to
overcome the robot's inenia. Then the curve is fairly flat, indicating
that a constant damping force is acting on the robot. After force is
removed, the robot will remain in its last position. Since there are
no restoring forces acting on the human arm, a damping impedance
is the most natural mode of motion for teleoperation.

4.0

3.5

cP8~~ ~~~~ orec .~ ~-~

8
0
8'

oS)

3.0
Figure 5: NASA Laboratory TeleroboIic Manipulator

(slave robot shown)

In the first experiment, the objective was to arbiTarily
specify the master impedance for elbow pitch in unconstrained
motion. The master impedance was chosen to be 2m = 100 lbf/rad.
The constant value for the maste .impedance leads to a spring-like
behavior for the master arm: the robot's position is directly
proportional to the applied force. This causes the robot to return to
its initial position after force is removed. However, the human must
always work against the restol ing force of the spring. Using
~uations 27 and 12, H)) was calculated to be 0.57. An increasing
vertical force was exerted on the end of the master robot The end-
point force and the elbow pitch position of the robot were recorded
during the maneuver. Figure 6 shows a plot of master force versus
master position. The slope of this CUIVe is 2m; it was calculated
with a least-squares cUIVe fit The measured impedance was 2m =
101.2Ibf/rad which agrees with tile theoretical prediction.

2.5"""'
::8'-" 2.0

S
1.5

1.0

0.5

Y m (rad)

Figure 7: Master robotforce vs ",aster robot position; thejlat part
indicats that the master velocity i.\ proportional to the master force.
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The third experiment demonstrates the system behavior
when two performance parameters (force ratio and position ratio as
given by equations 5 and 6) are specified simultaneously: Rf = 2,
and Ry = 1. The first performance specification states that the force
exerted by the slave TOOOt should be twice the force applied to the
master robot The second performance specification implies that the
positions of both roOOts must be identical. A spring scale was
employed as a compliant environment with linear stiffness such that
E = 217.0 lbf/rad. To satisfy the requirements of system stability,
one must guarantee that Zs > E (inequality 24). Therefore Zs was
chosen to be 223 Ibf/rad. Note that, once Zs, Rf and Ry are chosen,
we have no freedom in choosing Zm. PII was chosen arbitrarily as
0.015 and then equations (8), (9), and (1 I) were solved for the three
remaining unknown elements Pl2, P2l, and P22. Using equations
12, through 15, the H matrix can be found such that:

HII= 1 HI2=0.25
H21=1.55 H22=0.10

30

25

20

::fa'-"
1/1 15

10

s

H=[ (29)
0

0 5 10

fm (lbf)
15 20The master robot was moved through a series of elbow pitch

motions by the human operator. The end-point forces and joint
positions of both robots were recorded during the maneuver. The
robot forces are plotted versus time in Figure 8. The slave force
varies in phase with the master force as the spring scale is alternately
compressed and released. The amplitude of the slave force is double
the amplitude of the master force. The force ratio can be detennined
from Figure 9, which is a plot of slave force versus master force. A
least-squares curve fit yields a slope of Rf = 2.02. The robot
positions are plotted versus time in Figure 10. The slave robot
tracks the master robot closely. The measured position ratio is Ry =
0.98. The actual values of the force ratio and the position ratio agree
well with their specified values.

The purpose of placing the performance criterion on the
slave impedance was to guarantee stability of the telerobotic system
during the experiment. However, it was not possible to measure the
magnitude of Zs because the slave robot was constrained by the
environment. The only conclusion that can be inferred is that the
slave impedance was greater than the impedance of the environment.
Otherwise, the system would ha"e been unstable. It will be shown
that this must be true in the next s~ries of experiments.

Figure 9: Slave robot force vs the master robot force; Rf= 2

,,-..
"tj
cu
I.-'-'
c:
a
:;:1
VIa

P-I

Figure 10: The slave robot tracks the master robot closely.

In the founh experiment, the objective was to verify the
sufficiency of the stability condition for constrained motion.
Inequality (24) is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for
stability of the slave robot. In other words, the robot may be stable
if Iz.sl < lEI , but it can never be unstable if Iz.sl > lEI.

z.s was chosen to be equal to E satisfying the stability
condition 24. The slave robot compressed a spring scale that
simulated a compliant environment. The reaction force on the slave
robot was recorded during the maneuver. Figure 11 shows that the
system is stable when interacting with the spring. Next the slave
impedance was set to D.SE. The slave force oscillates violently,
indicating that the slave robot is unstable. The results are shown in
Figure 12. It verified that inequality 24 is violated when unstable
contact, as indicated by the unbounded contact force, occurs. It can
be concluded from the previous two experiments that the transition

Figure 8: The slave robotforce is more than the master robotforce
by factllr of two
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System perfonnance can be completely described by a set of
three independent parameters. These parameters may be the force
ratio, the position ratio, or the impedance of either robot. To form
an independent set, one of the parameters must be the slave
impedance. The performance parameters are functions of the system
variables that govern the dynamic behavior of the robots, the human
ann, and the environment. In addition, the performance parameters
are fundamentally related to the elements in the H matrix. By
selecting the relative magnitudes of these four elements, three
perfonnance parameters can be specified simultaneously.

The only limitations on the choice of performance parameters
are imposed by the requirements for system stability. There are two
conditions that are sufficient to guarantee stability. For
unconstrained motion, the master impedance must be greater than
the impedance of the human ann. For constrained motion, the slave
impedance must be greater than the impedance of the environment.
Since both the master and slave impedances are perfonnance
parameters that can be arbitrarily specified, it is not necessary to
trade off perfonnance and stability in most cases.

from stable to unstable behavior occurs somewhere in the region
I.SE < Zs < E.

The stability condition for unconstrained motion (inequality
26) can be verified in a similar manner. A lower bound for stability
is established on the master robot impedance, Zm. It can be shown
that this lower bound is no greater than the human arm impedance,
Sh.

20

15

,-..
~ 10'-"
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Figure II.. Stable slave robotforce. Zs satisfies inequality 24.

s

Conclusions

The bilateral impedance control architecture differs from
previous approaches in that force signals travel in both directions
between the master and slave rot-ots. The communication of force
signals within the system is regulated by the H matrix. By tailoring
the structure of the H matrix, it is possible to arbitrarily specify
1esired system performance characteristics. This is the primary
dvantage of bilateral impedance l"ontrol.
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